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• The US Dollar (USD) stays relatively quiet early against its major rivals early Thursday as

investors remain on the sidelines while awaiting the October Consumer Price Index (CPI) data.

The risk-averse market environment helped the USD hold its ground and the market mood stays

neutral in the European morning with US stock index futures trading flat on the day. The

European Central Bank (ECB) is scheduled to release its Economic Bulletin later in the session.

In addition to the inflation data, the US economic docket will feature the weekly Initial Jobless

Claims figures as well.

• According to the Associated Press, Republicans have 207 seats in the House, compared to 184

Democrat seats, and 48 seats in the Senate. 51 seats and 218 seats are required to gain the

majority in the Senate and the House, respectively. The outcome of the US Midterm Election is

unlikely to be finalized in the near term as the control of the Senate is expected to be decided

following a runoff election in Georgia.
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EURUSD

➢ The EUR/USD pair takes offers to renew intraday high around 1.0035, paring the previous

day’s bounce off in the early Tokyo session. A survey conducted by the European Central Bank

(ECB) of consumer expectations for inflation dictates that consumers still see inflation at 3% in

three years and 5.1% over the next 12 months.

➢ For an ideal short build-up, investors could use the pullback towards the resistance of 1.0050 as

a selling opportunity. An occurrence of the same will drag the asset towards 0.9950, followed

by November 07 low around 0.9900. Alternatively, the bulls need a sustained move above the

resistance of 1.0100 to aim the upper band of bullish channel near 1.0150.
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➢ The GBP/USD pair is making a minor recovery attempt around 1.1400 amid a broad US dollar

weakness early Thursday. A survey from the UK’s Recruitment and Employment Confederation

(REC) said, “With the Bank of England now warning of the risk of the longest recession in at

least a century, permanent placements fell for the first time since February 2021.” On the same

line are the fears surrounding the British property market amid the first fall in the UK housing

prices in 28 months during October.

➢ The asset is likely to find a bearish impulsive wave after completing its correction which will

drag the cable towards the support of 1.1280, followed by the lower band of bullish channel

near 1.1200. Meanwhile, Tuesday's low around 1.1430 will restrict immediate GBP/USD

upside before directing the bulls to October 05 high surrounding 1.1500.
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➢ USD/JPY drops towards the 146.00 level during early Thursday, fading Wednesday’s rebound

from the lowest levels in a fortnight. BOJ’s Kuroda reiterated his favorite speech in testimony

to Diet, the Japanese parliament, while defending the Japanese central bank’s easy money

policy. The BOJ Boss also turned down the hopes of any direct forex market intervention by the

central bank to safeguard the national currency.

➢ For more upside, bulls need to surpass the 147.00 level, which will send the yen pair to the

downtrend line from October 24 high, near 147.60. On the contrary, bears can take control if

the major plunge below the uptrend line from August 02 low, near 145.00. This will drag the

pair towards October 05 low, around 143.50.
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XAUUSD

➢ XAU/USD extends the early-day recovery to $1,710 as traders roll up their sleeves for the key

US inflation data on Thursday. With this, Gold reverse the previous day’s U-turn from the

highest levels in nearly two months.

➢ Bond markets digest the comments from New York Federal Reserve President John Williams,

who said on Wednesday that “relatively stable long-term inflation expectations are good news.”

Meanwhile, Minneapolis Federal Reserve (Fed) President Neel Kashkari said this Thursday,

“we will do everything we can to achieve a soft landing while getting inflation down - it's not

entirely up to the Fed though.”

➢ For an ideal short build-up, investors should use the pullback towards the resistance of $1,715

as a selling opportunity. This will drag the asset towards $1,700. Meanwhile, recovery remains

elusive until the quote stays below the resistance of $1,715. Even if the Gold rises past $1,715,

it needs to cross last day's high around $1,722 to recall the buyers.
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➢ Wall Street ended sharply lower on Wednesday as Treasury yields climbed further after a poor

auction of 10-year notes by the U.S. Treasury. The S&P 500 fell 2.08% to 3,748.56. The energy

sector was the top loser among the 11 major S&P sectors, down 2.9%, on lower oil prices.

➢ With the election outcome still uncertain, investors were turning their attention to October

inflation data due out on Thursday, which could shed more light on whether the Fed might

soften its aggressive stance on interest rate hikes.

➢ Sustained weakness below the 3,750 horizontal support will pave the way for additional losses.

An occurrence of the same will drag the S&P 500 towards 3,700, followed by October 21 low

surrounding 3,640. On the contrary, bulls need to surpass the downtrend line from August 16

high near 3,850, which will send the index to November 01 high around 3,900.
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